Inhibition with spontaneous reactivation and the "ongoing inhibition" effect of esterases by biotinylated organophosphorus compounds: S9B as a model.
The biotinylated organophosphorus compound 1-(saligenin cyclic phospho)-9-biotinyldiaminononane (S9B) has been used for the detection, labeling and isolation of the membrane-bound neuropathy target esterase (NTE) as it was considered a specific inhibitor of NTE. After incubation with the soluble fraction of chicken peripheral nerve, most of the soluble esterase activity was highly sensitive to S9B, indicating NTE-like esterases. A kinetic model equation was used to assume a multi-enzymatic system with three different simultaneously occurring molecular phenomena; (1) inhibition; (2) simultaneous spontaneous reactivation; and (3) ongoing inhibition (inhibition during the substrate reaction); to fit the data to analyze kinetic behavior. A high "ongoing inhibition" effect was observed in an enzymatic component. A three-dimensional fit of the model was applied. The best fitting model is compatible with three sensitive enzymatic entities (33, 52 and 15%), and only one spontaneously reactivate. The second-order rate constants of inhibition (k(i)=116 x 10(6), 4.6 x 10(6) and 0.28 x 10(6)M(-1)min(-1), respectively) and the spontaneous reactivation constant for the first sensitive component (k(r)=0.0054 min(-1)) were simultaneously estimated. These parameters are similar to those deduced in spontaneous reactivation experiments of the preinhibited samples with S9B. The estimated proportions of enzymatic components are similar to those previously observed in inhibition experiments with mipafox, demonstrating that this kinetic approach offers consistent results.